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This article gives upper and lower estimates for the p-norms of irreducible 
characters of compact Lie groups in terms of their dimension. These estimates 
are applied to give some new results on lacunary sets. 
1. ~TR~DUCTION 
Let G be a compact Hausdorff group, Z the dual object (a maximal set of 
pairwise inequivalent irreducible representations of G), D E .Z is a continuous 
homomorphism from G into the set of unitary operators on a complex vector 
space &$ of dimension do . Let x0: G + @ be defined by x0(x) = tr(o(x)). 
Using the HausdorR-Young theorem and its converse it is easy to show [3] 
that for p ,< 2, 11 x0 jlp > dl-*‘n and for Q 2 2, 11 x0 lip. < dl-*/Q. In this article, 
I give complementary estimates in the case where G is a compact Lie group. The 
main results are as follows: 
(i) There exists Ed > 0 such that for all 0 < s < cG there exists K~ E (w 
with for all p E [4, CO[ and for all u E Z, 
I/ xc /ID < [I#‘:” . d,1-(2+s)‘“. 
If further G is connected, this estimate holds for all p E [2 + S, co[. 
(ii) There exists ill, E Rf with the following property: 
For all p E [MC , co[ there is a constant K; such that for all o E Z, 
)I xo /Ip > /c;d,l-(“‘G’D). 
(iii) There exist 6, E R+ and K E R+ with the following properties: 
IfpE[l,co[,chooserENwithp<2r.ThenforalluEZ, 
II XoIla b K 1 ‘D@--6&P 0 . 
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These estimates are then applied to yield some new results about lacunary 
sets for Lie groups: if G is a connected Lie group, then Z is of type local central 
A(2 + s) for s < ec (This has been known for some time for the groups %Y(n) 
and Y%(n); [8]). If G is any Lie group then Z is of type local central A(2) 
(c.f. [7]). Further, any subset R of Z which is of type A(4 - 8,) has 
sup{& 1 0 E R} < 00. This improves the well-known result of Cecchini [2]. 
Finally, every p-Sidon subset R of .Z (1 < p < 2) also satisfies sup{& 1 0 E R} < 
co. In particular, semisimple Lie groups have no infinite p-Sidon sets for any 
p E [l, 2[. These are all special cases of some results on sets of type A(p, 4) and 
VP, !7) (cf. [31). 
The paper is organized as follows. The special case of (compact) simply 
connected semi-simple Lie groups is dealt with first; the estimate (i) being given 
in Section 2; (ii) and (iii) in Section 3. In Section 4 the various constants are 
tabulated for the simple simply connected Lie groups. Section 5 shows how to 
extend these results to more general Lie groups. Finally, Section 6 gives the 
results on lacunarity referred to above. I would like to thank Dr J. F. Price for 
several helpful discussions I had with him in the course of preparing this material. 
2. AN UPPER ESTIMATE FOR Ij x0 iI9 
(2.1) Throughout Section 2, G will be a simply connected simple Lie group 
of rank /, T a maximal torus for G (see [I] [lo] for definitions). Let 0 denote the 
set of roots of CL(G) (th e complexified Lie algebra of G) with respect to CL(T) 
and @+ the set of positive roots with respect to some base A. 01 E @ defines a 
unique character xD of T via (x~)*~ = a. Let 6 = &CaEQ+ 01. The Weyl integra- 
tion formula ([IO] Theorems 4.8.2 and 4.9.2) states that for any continuous class 
function f: G -+ @ 
Here, 1 YY ] is the cardinality of the Weyl group, ho and AT denote the Haar 
measures on G and T respectively, and D is a trigonometric polynomial on T 
given by 
D = xs . fl (1 - xJ. 
REO+ 
(2.2) THEOREM. Notation is as in (2.1). Let 0 < s < //card@+. Then [ D I+ E 
L1( T). 
This result is proved in [9]. I am grateful to the referee for pointing out an 
error in my original proof of this result, and for apprising me of the existence 
of [9]. 
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(2.3) COROLLARY. For 0 < s < Q/card @ +, there exists a constant ICY E R such 
that for all a E Z, 11 x,, /12+-s < K~ .
Proof. By the Weyl integration formula 
By the Weyl character formula (Section 4.9 of [lo]), D . x0 IT = Cww sgn 
w * x~(~,+~) where A, is the highest weight associated with CT. 
Thus 11 D . x0 IT lliF < I w [ and it follows that 
I/ X0 II;:: 6 jr I D I-’ db =: % . I 
This result has already been proved by Rider [S] for the special case of 
G = S’%(n) 
(2.4) COROLLARY. Let 0 < s < P/card a+. Then for all p E [2 + s, oo[ and 
for all o E Z, 
11 Xo 11~1 < (KS) 
l/D dl-b+S)/” n 
Proof. Recall that 11 x0 llli < d, and use (2.3) together with Holder’s inequ- 
ality. 1 
3. LOWER ESTIMATES FOR /I x0 /I9 
I recall some notation from [3]. For a subset of P of Z, v(P) = CoEP do2 (this 
is the Plancherel measure on Z). If CT E Z, let ur denote the set of representations 
occurring in the decomposition of u @ ... @ u (r times). 
(3.1) LEMMA. Let G be an arbitrary compact group; let T E N. Then for u E Z, 
0) II x,, ller 3 [card 41’2r 
(ii) It xoller 2 ~y~ufj$ 
Proof. Let 7 = u @ ... @ u (Y times), and write 7 = xBEOr n(c) . 5 where the 
5 are irreducible representations and n(l) > 1 is the multiplicity of 5 in the 
decomposition. Now /I x0 11:: = so xo’~,,‘dAc = CCEor (n(c))*. (i) is now clear. For 
(ii), use Holder’s inequality; 
d,2’ = d,2 = (c n(c) . d<)’ < 1 (n(c))” . 1 dC2 
tear EE(IT EEoT 
= II x0 1;;: . 44 I 
Neither of these estimates involves calculating multiplicities directly. 
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(3.2) I here summarize from [5] some of the information on the representations 
of semi-simple Lie algebras which I shall use. Let L be a semi-simple Lie algebra 
of rank lover C, let A be the set of weights ofL. The Weyl group ?V has a natural 
action on A. One defines a partial order < on A by A, < A, o A, - A, = 
Iz CCC@+ K, . a, /z, > 0. Let D(A) = {p E A j for all w E YP’-u~ < A}. A+ denotes the 
set of dominant weights of L with respect to some choice of base A. One may 
choose an integral basis (A, ,..., &} for A+, dual to the basis A such that any 
element of A+ may be uniquely written c:s1 niXi , ni > 0. Recall that there is a 
bijective correspondence between A+ and the set of equivalence classes of 
finite-dimensional irreducible L-modules. For h E A+, let V(h) denote the 
corresponding L-module (said to be of highest weight A). The Weyl dimension 
formula ([5] Section 24.3) asserts that 
dim w rI+ 0 + 6 3) = = = (*,a) 9 where 8 i hi 4 1 LY. 
i-l (rE@f 
Thus dim V(‘& n,X,) is a polynomial with rational co-efficients in (ni + 
1 ,*--, n, + l), homogeneous of degree card @+. For each i = l,..., /let Ni be the 
degree of this polynomial in ni(nj ,i # i being considered fixed). Let N = 
min{N, / i = I,..., e}. Clearly N depends only on L. Note that Ni = card{ar E @+ 1 
<Ai , a) = O}. Thus 1 < N < card @+. Values for N when L is a simple Lie 
algebra are given in Section 4. 
(3.3) For h E A+, let AT be the set of dominant weights p such that V(p) is a 
direct summand of V(A) @ ..* @ V(A) (I times). IfP is a set of dominant weights, 
let v(F) = xAEF dim( V(p))2. 
LEMMA. Let Y E N. Thme is a constant K: E R such that for all h E A+, 
v(Xr) < K:[dim V(h)]drmLIN 
Proof. Let X = &i nihz . It is an easy result of Steinberg’s formula ([5l 
Section 24.4) that if p E hr then p < Y . A. Thus A’ C {p E A+ 1 p < Y * A}. AS is 
shown in [5] Section 13.2, one may write Xi = Ci=, qsjai where qaj E Q+. Suppose 
p = x:-i miXi E A+, and p < Y . A. Then rh - p - &, (&i qij(r . ni - m,))cLj 
is a sum of positive roots, so for each i, & qlj(r . ni - m,) E N. It follows that 
1 (dim Q))* < z 
UEAr ((mi):_,CNIC:,,~,,(~.fl,-m,)EN} 
(dim ~‘(~&)) 
c qb, + l,..., m, + l), 
((rn,)!_,~~+lfori=1...~.~f_~~,,(r.n~+l-rn~)~N) 
where q is a polynomial in n variables, homogeneous of degree 2 card @if. 
580/32/2-10 
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Note that if ~~=, qJr . n, + 1) - m,) E N, then 
Q := inf I - i q,,(r . II, - 1) 3 112, . 
>=I...( sup,,r...~ ql, 2=1 
Thus 
Using the fact that xi=, W+ is a polynomial in Q of degree f $ 1, one sees that 
there exists K E R, independent of A such that 
But by the definition of Q, Q2Card0+--t is dominated by a polynomial in 
(n, ,..., nc) in which each n, occurs with degree 2 card@+ + ( = dimL. But 
dim P’(x n,h,) is a polynomial in nj in which each n, occurs with degree at least 
IV. Therefore there exists a constant K: such that for all A E A+, 
v(h’) < K;(dim I(A))d’mL’N. m 
(3.4) COROLLARY. For the sequence A,, = n . 6 one has for n E N 
Proof. By the argument of (3.3), I@,,‘) is dominated by 
inf 
I 
j=l...f i q&z + 1) 2Card@++t, S”pk=l...e qk, z=l I 
a polynomial in n of degree 2 card @+ + C. But, by (3.2) dim [V(/(ns)] = 
K . ncard@ where K E [WT. The corollary follows. 1 
(3.5) Let G be a compact simply connected semi-simple Lie group. It is 
well-known ([9], Ch. 4) that the finite-dimensional representations of G are in 
bijective correspondence with the finite-dimensional representations of CL(G), 
the complexification of the Lie algebra of G, and that this correspondence 
preserves irreducibility, dimension, direct sum and tensor product of representa- 
tions. The following theorem now results from (3.1) and (3.3). (Note that 
dim G = 2 card @+ + !). 
THEOREM. Let G be a compact simply connected semi-simple Lie group. Let N 
be the number defined in (3.2) for CL(G), and let r E IV. There exists tcl. E R such that 
for all (5 E Z 
!I xo ~I*, > K,d;-l-(dimG N)‘2r. 
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Further, there exists an infinite sequence (a, 1 n E N} _C Z such that 
(3.6) COROLLARY. Let G be us in (3.5), p E [dim G/N, w[. There exists 
ICY E R such that 
11 & IID > Kpdy-? 
Proof. Choose r E N such that p < 2r. Then, since /I x0 II= < d, , 
> KTriP&-Pr’D. d;r.S-(dlIMi N) B =: ,+;-l-(dlmG A')'P. 
1 
, 
(3.7) COROLLARY. There exists an infinite sequence {a,} C Z such that 
11 ,yun IID 3 KDd~;(dfmG’cardo+) ‘p. 1 
This corollary shows that for p > dim G/card @+, II x0, ll1, + cc. Hence we 
can expect no great improvement of (2.3). 
(3.8) The above method appears to give a good estimate when p is large. In 
this paragraph, I shall develop an approach which gives (in general) better 
results for smaller values of p. In particular, I show to improve the well-known 
estimate of Cecchini [2], which states that there is a constant K such that for all 
o E Z, /I X~ II4 3 K log d, . The proof given here is considerably simpler than that 
of [2]. 
LEMMA. Let A’, A” E A-+. Suppose that k E N satisjies tz < min((h’, cli>, 
<h”, q)) fm sotm i = l,..., /. Then p = A’ + A” - km{ E A+, and I+) OCCUYS 
precisely once as a direct summand of I/(X’) @ V(A”). 
Proof. To see that p E A+, letj E {l,..., L} and note that (CL, ai: = (A’, CQ) + 
(xl’, a,) - k(ai, aj>* Since (a, , 0~~) < 0 for i fj and ((Ye , a,, = 2, it follows 
that (p, L+ > 0. 
To prove the second claim, I shall use Steinberg’s formula, which states that 
the number of times V(p) occurs as a direct summand of I’@‘) @ V(A”) is given 
by 
“n’.dd = ,,c, w & s g n ww’p(~ + 26 - w(X’ + 6) - w’(XN + 6)) (1) I . 
where for X E A, p(A) is the number of ways of writing X = xa >0 K, . LX with 
k, < 0. 
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Now suppose 
p(X’ + x” - kaj + 2s - w(h’ + 6) - w’(X” + 6)) 
= p((h’ - wh’) + (A” - WY) + (6 - WS) + (S - W’S) - holj) f 0. 
Since each of h’ - WI’, h” - ~‘h”, 6 - WS and 6 - W’S is a sum of positive roots 
([5], lemma 13.2A), each must be a non-negative multiple of 01~ . 
Thus in particular, WS = 6 - ma, for some m E N. Now, denoting by w,, the 
reflection determined by 01~ , 
(w,,w)s = 6 + (m - 1) 01~ . 
Hence, by lemma 13.2A of [5], either m = 1, in which case w = w,( , or 
m = 0, in which case w is the identity. The same argument applies, of course, 
to w’. 
Thus, precisely four terms occur in (1) (corresponding to (w, w’) = (1, I), 
(1, w,J, (s, , 1) and (w,~ 7 w,J, and m,,.dp) = P(--K4 - P((@ + &cd - 
K) ai) - p(((h” + 6, all> - k) ai) + p(((h’ + h” + 2S, E,) - k) ai). But since 
/z < (A’, a, j one has p(((X’ + 6, ai) - k) ai) = 0; similarly all terms vanish 
except the first, which is 1. Thus m,,,,+) = 1. 1 
PROPOSITION. If Y > 2, then Ar 2 {Y . h - haj / 0 < h < (A, a,)}. 
This proposition is an easy induction, based on the previous lemma. 
THEOREM. Let G be a compact connected semi-simple Lie group. There is a 
constant K E R such that for all Y E N and for all (T E Z’, 
Proof. The preceeding proposition together with (3.2) (i) shows that 
II x0 Iii: >, card A’ 2 d1 0, , ai) where h, is the dominant weight associated 
with cr. On the other hand, d, is a polynomial in ((h, , ar) + l,..., (A,, , 01~) + l), 
homogeneous of degree card CD+. Thus there is a constant K such that 
&/Card@+ < K . 0 maxi=l,....f Gb , a,). This completes the proof. m 
(3.9) By a proof similar to that of (3.6) one may now show 
COROLLARY. There exists K E !R with thefollowing property: Let p E [I, co[ and 
choose I E N such that p < 2~. Then for all a E .Z 
In particular, if p > 4 - l/card a+, jj x,, IID 3 KdvC where l = 1 - 
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(4 - l/card 0+)/P > 0. The estimate given in (3.9) improves that of (3.6) if and 
only if for some t E N, 
p<2r< 
2 card @+ + e + 1 
N card. 
4. THE SIMPLE LIE GROUPS 
(4.1) Table I gives the various constants in Sections 2 and 3 for the case of 
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5. ARBITRARY COMPACT LIE GROUPS 
(5.1) I rernind’the reader of the well-known structure theorem for compact 
Lie groups. If G is a compact connected Lie group, one may write 
G=(A x fiGi)/ where Aisabelian, 
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G, ,..., G,, are simply connected simple Lie groups, and Z is a totally discon- 
nected subgroup of the centre of 
(5.2) Let x0 be an irreducible character of -4 A nr:, G, . Then x,, = 
xA . Ilk1 x0, , where xA is a character of A, and x0, is an irreducible character 
of G, . Clearly 
4 = fi I, and II x0 IID = fi II x0,119 -
i=l 2=1 
Further, suppose Gs is any compact group with normal subgroup N. Then by 
(28.10) of [4] there is a bijection v from -4(.X(G), N) = (u E Z(G) ( u(x) = Id, 
for all x E N} to Z(G,/N). For u E A(C(G), IV), one has d, = da(,), and it is banal 
to show that 11 x0 IID = // x~(~) I&, . These remarks show that the results of Sections 2 
and 3 are valid for arbitrary connected Lie groups. 
(5.3) Now let G be a not necessarily connected Lie group. G, , the connected 
component of the identity of G is a connected Lie group and [G : G,,] is finite. 
Suppose [G : G,,] = n. 
Let o be an irreducible representation of G. Then, by Clifford’s theorem 
(see [6]) the restriction u lG, decomposes into a direct sum of the form q, . ((91) 0 
. . . @ t(gg) where KZ, is a positive integer, 5 an irreducible representation of G, , 
for g E G, h E G,, , t(g)(h) = [(g-%g), and {e = g, , g, ,..., gk} is a complete set of 
coset representatives for HE = {g E G I ((9) ‘v E}. 
PROPOSITION. (i) dE < d, < n . dc 
(ii) L&YEN. Then 
n-1’2r II xs I/w < II x0 II2r < &1’2r II xc II27 . 
Proof. Note that G, < He < G, so that K < n. Now by [4], (28.54) 
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(since all the mixed terms in the above sum are multiplicities of a certain repre- 
sentation in a direct decomposition and hence are non-negative integers). Thus 
(h ++ g;‘hg, leaves the Haar measure of G, invariant), 
II x0 IleT > n, . n-1’2r . h1’2rlI XE Iler 2 n-1’2r IIxt l/21. . (1) 
This proves the left hand inequality of (ii). Putting r = 1 in (1) gives n, . Ws < 
nljz. Now & = x0(e) = n, . k * d<. Thus (i) follows. It remains to prove the right 
hand inequality of (ii). 
By the Frobenius reciprocity theorem ([6]), 0 is contained in the decomposi- 
tion of the induced representation tG precisely n, times. Now, for x E G 
xz 0 otherwise. 
(To see this notice that, relative to a suitable basis for .x?‘(,$~), for y E G, 
tG( y) is the matrix ( &gT1ygj))iVj,l , where g, ,..., g, is a set of coset representa- 
tives for G, , and I convene that i(x) = E(X) if x E G,, and 0 otherwise. Thus 
X&) z c,“=l Xe(v,dY) ‘) 
Hence, by arguments similar to those used in (ii), 
= nl-l/*r II xp llzr . I 
I am indebted to Michael Hutchinson for a valuable discussion I had with him 
concerning this proposition. 
(5.4) THEOREM. Let G be a Lie group. There exist constants <G , &lo , 6, > 0 
such that 
(i) For all s ~10, cG[ and for all p E [4, co[ there exists K~ E R such that 
for all o E 2 
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If G is connected, then this estimate holds for allp E [2 + s, CO[. 
(ii) for allp E [MG , co[ there exists K; E [w such that, for all CJ E .Z’ 
(iii) There exists K E Iw with the following property: 
LetpE[l,m[andchooserENsuchthatp<2r. ThenforalloEZ 
Proof. Let G,, be the connected component of the identity. In view of (5.2), 
together with (2.4), (3.6) and (3.9), the theorem holds for G,, , and applying (5.3) 
shows that the theorem is true if p is constrained to belong to the set of even 
integers. The technique of (3.6) now enables one to deduce that (ii) and (iii) 
are valid for all values of p. 
I have proved the second statement of(i). To prove the first, note that by (5.2), 
we have 
The technique of (2.4) now yields the first statement of (i). m 
(5.5) Note that once the structure of G is known, the various constants in (5.4) 
can be determined. Let [G : GO] = a and suppose GI ,..., G, are the simply 
connected simple groups associated with G,, by (5.1). Then 
EC = is?!% . ( 2 rank Gi dim Gi - rank Gs ’ MC = jT.=m (7); 
8G = i=T!?,,, ( dim G. z rank G. )’ K < ,?. ’ fi Kf’, 
t 1 i-1 
m c 
K; > .-l ’ n K$), and (i) K > n-l n K , 
i=l i-1 
where KF), Ka(i) and Kti) are the relevant constants for Gi . 
(5.6) Remarks. In (5.4) (i), it would be desirable to have the estimate 
11 xc 1)2+x < Kl/(2+s) holding for G not necessarily connected. The author was 
unable to establish this extension; it seems conceivable that the estimate 11 x0 &, < 
K 11 X~ 11, of (5.3) (ii) might fail for p not an even integer. 
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6. APPLICATIONS TO LACUNARY SETS 
(6.1) I remind the reader of some definitions from [3]. For p E [1, 031, choose 
p’ so that l/p + l/p’ = 1, A set R C ,Z is of type local central A(p, 4) if and only 
if there exists K E R such that for all u E R, 
R is of type local central V(p, 4) if and only if there exists K E BB such that for all 
a E R, 
d;-*“’ < K )I x0 [le, . 
Results concerning sets of type local central fl(p, 4) and local central V(p, q) 
may be read off from theorem (5.3). It is convenient to summarize them here in 
diagrammatical form, as follows. Identify the set [l, co] x [l, 001 with the unit 
square via the map (p, q) w (l/p, I/q). 0 ne may depict the results of this paper 
as in fig. 1. Note, however, that the lower diagram is valid only for connected Lie 













sets of type local central h(p.q) 
Sets of bdd degree 
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groups; if G is not connected, some modification needs to be made, following 
(5.6). I have adopted the convention that a boundary is contained in the region 
above and to the right if it is shown as a continuous line, and contained in the 
region below and to the left if it is shown as a dotted line. The letters a, b, and c 
represent the numbers 2 + l c , 4 - 6, and Mo , respectively. 
(6.2) Recall from [3] that for p > 2, a set is of type local central A(p, 2) if and 
only if it is of type local central A(p); a set is of type local central A(2) if and only 
if it is of type V(p, 2) for some p > 2. Finally, a set R C Z is called a p-Sidon set 
if there exists K E [w such that for every R spectral trigonometric polynomial f, 
IIPII, d llfllm . 
It was shown in [3], theorem (5.1) that ap-Sidon set is of type V(r, 2p/3p - 2) 
for every r E [l, co[. Thus we have the following consequences of (5.4): 
THEOREM. Let G be a compact Lie group. Then 
(i) Z is of type local central A(2); if G is connected, Z is of type local central 
42 + %). 
(ii) If R C Z is of type local central A(4 - a,), then sup{d, 1 o E R} < co. 
(iii) If R C Z is a p-Sidon set (1 < p < 2), then sup{d, I o E R} < CO. 
(6.3) Notice that if G is a semi-simple Lie group, then G has only finitely 
many representations of any given degree, so sup{d, I (r E R) < CO is equivalent 
to R being finite. Hence semi-simple Lie groups have no infinite p-Sidon sets 
(1 < p < 2), and no infinite A(4 - 6,) sets for some 6, > 0. In conclusion, 
I remark that the methods of this paper are not sufficient to decide whether 
semi-simple Lie groups have infinite central p&don sets. 
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